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Question: 1 
   
What are the advantages of column store tables compared to row store tables? Note: There are 3 
correct answers to this question. Improved write performance on frequent updates. 
 
A. Parallel access is improved 
B. Additional indexes are used 
C. Higher data compression rates 
D. Higher performance for query operations 
 

Answer: A,C,D     
 

Question: 2 
   
You create a table function to remove historic records, sum the current total weekly working hours for 
each employee, and update the personnel table with the results. The deployment of the table function 
fails. Which of the following could be a valid reason? 
 
A. Your function includes a TRUNCATE statement. 
B. Your function refers to a scalar function. 
C. You did not define at least one input parameter. 
D. You did NOT define a valid table type. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 3 
   
Referring to the diagram, which privileges would a user require to view United States data when 
querying the CUBE calculation view? 
 
A. A SELECT privilege on the CUBE calculation view and an Analytic Privilege (Country = United States) on 
the DIMENSION calculation view 
B. A SELECT privilege and an Analytic Privilege (Country = United States) on the CUBE calculation view 
C. A SELECT privilege and an Analytic Privilege (Country = United States) on the DIMENSION calculation 
view 
D. SELECT privileges and Analytic Privileges (Country = United States) on both views 
 

Answer: A     
 



Question: 4 
   
Which of the following are standard options provided to define analytic privileges? Note: There are 3 
correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Graph 
B. Attributes 
C. SQL expression 
D. Dynamic 
E. Hierarchy function 
 

Answer: B,C,D     
 

Question: 5 
   
In a calculation view, why would you choose the DEPRECATED setting? Note: There are 2 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. To warn developers that the calculation view is no longer supported 
B. To lock the calculation view from further modifications 
C. To ensure it is not exposed to reporting tools for consumption 
D. To indicate that it should not be used as a data source to other calculation views 
 

Answer: A,C     
 

Question: 6 
   
Which solutions form the SAP Business Technology Platform? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this 
question. 
 
A. Intelligent Suite 
B. Analytics 
C. Experience Management 
D. Application Development & Integration 
 

Answer: B,D     
 

Question: 7 
   
What do you use in the definition of a dynamic SQL analytic privilege? 



 
A. A table function that returns a list of allowed values. 
B. An organization hierarchy that provides role-based access to data. 
C. A scalar function that returns a list of the allowed values for each attribute. 
D. A procedure that returns the data access condition as an SQL expression. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 8 
   
Which project structure object corresponds to a unique HDI container? 
 
A. space 
B. project 
C. src folder 
D. database module 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 9 
   
You have generated a calculation view properties file. What does it contain? 
 
A. Dependencies between calculation views 
B. Descriptions of all objects defined in a calculation view 
C. All settings defined in a calculation view 
D. Documentation to support the calculation view 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 10 
   
What are the limitations of using a full outer join in a star join node? Note: There are 2 correct answers 
to this question. 
 
A. Only one column can be included in the join condition. 
B. It is restricted to one DIMENSION in a star join node. 
C. It CANNOT be mixed in the same star join node with other join types. 
D. It must appear in the last DIMENSION in the star join node. 
 

Answer: B,D     



 


